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Agreement Compliance
As retransmission revenue has grown, broadcasters’ agreements with MVPDs have correspondingly
become more complex (see diagram below). Rate calculations have evolved f rom a simple “rate x
subscribers” model to include other considerations such as in- and outof-market DMAs (designated market
areas), carrier penetration and rate contingencies, specialized subscriber calculations for non-single
family home accounts, and other terms affecting payments borrowed f rom traditional cable network
agreements. Particularly in light of heightened M&A activity, accurately and eff iciently ensuring agreement
compliance has become quite diff icult. However, Symphony MediaAI’s expertise in managing this process
for many networks and stations has enabled broadcasters to identify and resolve agreement compliance
and reporting issues each month in real time, saving money, reducing cash conversion cycle, and removing
the need to deal with large adjustments and diff icult MVPD collection efforts at a later date.
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The data aggregated by and through Symphony MediaAI’s
outsourced service was foundational in developing a
sophisticated capability to analyze retransmission revenue all
while offloading the heavy volume of laborious, lower-value
processing work.
John Robertson, Director of Finance, Hearst Television
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Process Standardization:
Simplification and Best Practices
The labor-intensive processes to fully and transparently process retransmission fees received f rom many
MVPDs are numerous and highly technical. This work far exceeds passive cash application, as it requires
interpretation of data, detection of payment and reporting errors and omissions, intuiting trends and
patterns in payments, applying proper accounting treatment and correcting issues over time with MVPDs.
The required expertise and depth of specialized knowledge broadcaster personnel need to perform these
functions every month is signif icant. Typically, mid- and lower-level accounting personnel are assigned
by broadcast companies to execute the tasks that require industry knowledge, relationships, multi-period
follow-up and persistence. Each broadcaster must invent such processes and protocols independently,
without the benef it of shared knowledge and experience or proper database tools.
Symphony MediaAI’s service offers broadcasters the benef its of a dedicated and specialized team, within
a fully scaled service using best practices derived f rom years of experience performing retransmission
management for hundreds of broadcast stations every month. Clients benef it f rom best-in-class practices
and protocols, evolved software, industry expertise and relationships, and account management teams
dedicated to the management of billions of dollars in monthly remittances.
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Reporting
Given the volume and import of
retransmission fees, proper intelligence
and reporting have also become critical
for forecasting and f inancial planning,
and to prepare for MVPD renewal
negotiations. A dependable, consistent
and detailed set of performance metrics,
reports and trend analyses down to the

$4B
In revenue
processed annually

DMA, station, MVPD and network level
derived f rom broadcast-customized
software solutions is another benef it of
outsourcing, and mimics the practices of
the large, experienced cable networks.

Summary
The proper management of
retransmission fees is a task few
companies are equipped to do to meet
the expectations and needs of top
management. The complexity, dynamic
nature and materiality of these fees may
require very high investment, including
increased headcount and develop or
acquire/maintain complex software
solutions. What was planned as proper
revenue management by responsible
teams can easily morph into a dangerous
distraction f rom a broadcasters’ core
business. Symphony MediaAI provides a

Symphony MediaAI’s
continued support helps
us manage our business
more efficiently and their
willingness to partner
with us on developing the
reports has been a great
benefit to our company.
Steve Smith, Executive Vice President,
Oudoor Channel

service to manage the process for
these companies.
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